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“AI and Other Technology” 

Volume 1 Manipulators 

 

These days, automation with a robot and collaboration between a person and a robot are being 

further developed.  Machine learning is used to enable adjusting motion of the robot in relation to 

various objects with different shapes, to enable improving efficiency of the worker’s work by 

optimizing a motion of the robot, and to enable enhancing the safety by avoiding contacts between 

the worker and the robot. 

 

This article focuses on AI-related patents in the manipulator field in Japan and shows some 

analyses and examples.  That targeted AI-related patents in the manipulator field was aggregated 

based on the following search formula by NRI: 

Main IPC: B25J 

Full-text: 学習(learning)+教師(teacher)+ラーニング(learning)+ニューラル(neural)+深層(depth)+ディ

ープ(deep)+人工知能(AI) 

Registered date: since 2020 

 

The following graph shows the number and ratio of AI-related cases out of registered patents whose 

main IPC is B25J (manipulator).  The number and ratio of AI-related patents in the manipulator 

field has been increasing since 2018.  The number of patents and the ratio in 2020 were estimated 

based on the number and the ratio at the end of April. 

 

Fig. 1  Number of AI-related patents and their ratio 

 

As shown in the above figure, the patents of AI-related inventions account for approximately 10% of 

patents whose main IPC is B25J registered since 2020 in Japan (at the end of April). 

The IPC breakdown of AI-related patents is as shown below. 
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Fig. 2  Breakdown of AI-related patents 

 

It is clear from the graph that inventions that control a robot arm according to situations of an 

objects (works, etc.) (B25J 13/x) and inventions for ensuring a person’s security when collaborating 

between the person and the robot have a relatively higher rate than others. 

 

Characteristics of Claims 

In claims of AI-related patents in the manipulator field, the following two related inventions are 

mainly included: 

1. Learning devices 

To acquire data related to motion and orientation of a controlled object (e.g. a robot) by using 

detection means (e.g. position sensors) and to acquire data related to location of an observation 

object (works or person) by using other detection means (e.g. cameras) and then to store and 

learn information associating both data. 

2. Controlling (robots) with learning results 

To acquire information on motion and orientation of a controlled object (e.g. a robot) by using 

detecting means (e.g. an acceleration sensor, a camera) and judge a state of the controlled object 

to control motion and orientation of the controlled object . 

 

Claim Examples 

1. Learning devices 

Example1: Patent Publication No.: 6671694 

[Claim 1] 

A machine learning apparatus comprising: 

 a data set storing unit for obtaining, from a simulator, data sets for learning and  for storing a 

plurality of the data sets for learning, wherein a data set for learning comprises one or more three-

dimensional coordinate data of a robot hand when the robot hand in the simulator, which grips any of one 

or more works arranged in a predetermined area of the simulator, succeeds in gripping the work thorough a 

gripping operation, and a two-dimensional image data of the one or more works arranged in the 

predetermined area, which is imaged from a predetermined angle of view by a two-dimensional imaging 

device, before the gripping operation when the robot hand succeeds in gripping the work,  

 a learning unit for learning a learning model inferring a three-dimensional coordinate of the robot  

B25J 3/xx: Manipulators of master-slave type, i.e. 

both controlling unit and controlled unit perform 

corresponding spatial movements 
B25J 9/xx: Programme-controlled manipulators 
B25J 11/xx: Manipulators not otherwise provided for 
B25J 13/xx: Controls for manipulators 
B25J 15/xx: Gripping heads 
B25J 19/xx: Accessories fitted to manipulators, e.g. 

for monitoring, for viewing; Safety devices combined 

with or specially adapted for use in connection with 

manipulator 
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hand in the real world from a two-dimensional image of the one or more works arranged in the 

predetermined area in the real world, which is imaged by the two-dimensional imaging device from an 

angle of view identical to the predetermined angle of view; and 

 a learned model storing unit storing the learning model learned by the learning unit.  

 

[Brief Summary] 

In the claim above, the apparatus stores and learns information that associates the arm’s position 

(in a three-dimensional coordinate system) when the robot hand succeeds in gripping the work and 

an image of the work at that time, and estimates and controls the arm’s position based on the image 

from the same point of view. 

 

Example 2: Patent Publication No.: 6680730  

[Claim 1] 

A control device for outputting a command for a robot, the control device comprising: 

 a machine learning device for learning the command for the robot, wherein 

 the machine learning device comprises: 

 a state observation unit for observing a state of the robot and a state of a person present in a 

peripheral area of the robot, which includes an entering direction and a traffic line of the person, as state 

variables representing a current state of an environment; 

 a determination data acquisition unit for acquiring determination data representing an 

interference state between the robot and the person, and 

 a learning unit for associating the state of the robot and the state of the person present in the 

peripheral area of the robot, and the command for the robot, and learns the states, by using the state 

variables and the determination data. 

 

 [Brief Summary] 

In the claim above, the control device associates the state of the robot and the state of the person 

present, stores and learns that information, and inhibits and avoids interference between the robot 

and the person. 

 

2. Controlling (robots) with learning results 

Example 1: Patent Publication No.: 6651636 

Claim 1 

A robot control apparatus configured to control a robot so as to mount a first component, supported by a 

hand of the robot driven by an actuator, to a second component, comprising: 

 a memory unit configured to store a correspondence-relation between a plurality of half-

mounted-states of the first component and an optimal action of the robot giving the highest reward for 

each of the plurality of half-mounted-states obtained beforehand by reinforcement learning; 

 a state detecting unit configured to detect a half-mounted-state of the first component; and 

 an actuator controller configured to identify an optimal action of the robot corresponding to the 

half-mounted-state detected by the state detecting unit based on the correspondence-relation stored in the 

memory unit and to control the actuator in accordance with the optimal action, 

 wherein the state detecting unit includes a detector configured to detect a translation force and a 

moment acting on the hand to identify the half-mounted-state of the first component based on the amount 

of change in the translational force detected by the detector and the moment detected by the detector. 
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[Brief Summary] 

In the above claim, the apparatus detects a half-mounted-state of when the first component is being 

mounting to the second component, selects an optimal action of the robot for the half-mounted-state 

based on pre-learnt information to control motion of the robot accordingly. 

 

Example 2: Patent Publication No.: 6662746 

[Claim 1] 

A work assisting system comprising: 

 a sensor unit for detecting a position and an orientation of each of the body parts including a 

hand of a worker; 

 a supply unit for supplying a part or a tool to the worker; and 

 a cell controller for controlling the supply unit, 

 wherein the cell controller comprising: 

 a machine learning unit for constructing a learning model based on the detected position and 

orientation of the each of the body parts and a label relating to a work status of the worker, and 

 a work status for determining unit the work status of the worker by using the constructed learning 

model, 

 wherein the supply unit comprises a sensor, selects the part or tool based on the determined work 

status and a work table in which the labeled work status is correlated to a motion of the supply unit, 

changes a position and orientation of the part or tool so that the coordinate system preset for each part or 

tool is coincident with the coordinate system that indicates the position and orientation representing the 

each body part, and determines whether the tool or part has reached the position of the palm of the worker 

based on the detecting result of the sensor. 

 

[Brief Summary] 

In the above claim, the work assisting system detects a worker’s hand and orientation and supplies 

a part or a tool to the worker at an optimal position and orientation based on pre-learnt 

information. 

 

Conclusion 

Technologies incorporating AI have also been attracting increasing interest in manipulator fields.  

It would be important to characterize how to relate to each data and what to do regarding “1. 

Learning devices” and to characterize what and how to control based on the data and learning 

results acquired with detecting means regarding “2. Controlling (robots) with learning results”. 
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